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Project Goals
Goal 1: Produce a Solar Irradiance (SSI) record for input to chemistry climate models
    Produce a daily SSI composite spectral record suitable for CCM transient studies
     over SC23 &24
    Record mostly based on observed SSI of SORCE SIM and SOLSTICE

Goal 2: Extend wavelength coverage and gap �ll record for daily coverage
    CCM’s require very broad wavelength coverage (110-100,000 nm), compliance with  
     the TSI, and uncertainty estimates
    Record extended in wavelength and gap-�lled in time with SRPM
    SRPM is a semi-emperical model that uses solar images as input

Goal 3: In-depth comparison of SORCE observations with Fontenla et al. (2011 & 2015)
   Solar Radiation Physical Model (SRPMv2)

Project Goal 1: Produce a SSI record suitable for whole
atmosphere chemistry-climate transient model studies

In terms of both solar and Earth atmosphere observations Solar Cycle 23-24 is the best 
observed solar cycle in history
 SORCE, SDO, + other valuable records
 SABER, AIRS, MLS, ECMWF re-analysis, +ESA assests & limb scanning experiments

Advanced and well-documented chemistry-climate models are available to use SSI input 
and compare against Earth atmosphere observations
  WACCM, HAMMONIA, GISS, + multiple other models that participated in comparative studies
   (see for example Eyring et al., 2010; Austin et al., 2008)

We propose to construct and document a daily broad wavelength solar spectrum             
intended for transient model simulations.
 This e�ort will follow the steps performed for the production of the SIRS reference spectrum
  (Woods et al. 2009) and the Merkel et al. 2011 WACCM time slice study
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(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Differences for January between 2004 and 2007 averaged over the tropics from 25� S to 25� N for different atmospheric models
using the NRLSSI data (solid lines) and the SORCE/SIM and SORCE/SOLSTICE data (dashed lines) for (a) the shortwave heating rate in
Kelvin per day (Kday− 1) and (b) the temperature in Kelvin (K). For details please see text.
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Fig. 11. As Fig. 10 but for the ozone response in percent.

the tropospheric AO and NAO already respond to lower UV
irradiance variations over the 11 yr cycle, as is shown in
Langematz et al. (2013) who obtained a similar AO/NAO
response from a transient EMAC-FUB simulation for the pe-
riod 1960–2005 using NRLSSI data as TOA input. The signal
is seen also in Matthes et al. (2006), but in equilibrium simu-
lations with NRLSSI as TOA input. As shown by Ineson et al.
(2011), these patterns imply that the solar cycle effect on the
AO/NAO contributes to a substantial fraction of the typical
year-to-year variations and provides therefore a potentially
useful source of improved decadal climate predictability for
the Northern Hemisphere. Note that the response is regional
and is negligible on the global average. However, a caveat is
that the 11 yr solar cycle variability cannot be forecasted into
the future (on a daily, yearly or decadal timescale).

Even though the solar variability on timescales longer than
the 11 yr solar cycle is beyond the scope of this paper, we
should note here again that the Sun is the fundamental en-
ergy source of the climate system. As such, the low solar
activity in the past few years (compared to the previous 6
solar cycles) and its possible implications for future climate
evolution has attracted the attention of both scientists and the
public (e.g. Lockwood et al., 2010; Schrijver et al., 2011;
Jones et al., 2012; Rozanov et al., 2012).

4.3 Discussion of CCM results

We described the impact of NRLSSI and SORCE data, which
represent the lower and upper boundaries of SSI solar cy-
cle estimated variations, on the atmosphere and climate as
depicted in CCM simulations. The NRLSSI reconstructions
provide the standard database for simulations of the recent
past and future (e.g. SPARC-CCMVal, 2010; Taylor et al.,
2012). The atmospheric response with respect to this stan-
dard data set is compared to that derived from a different SSI
estimate to understand not only the single model responses,
but also to point out the importance and robustness of so-
lar cycle signals for climate simulations. In particular, it is
worth mentioning that an enhanced spectral resolution in the
radiation codes leads to enhanced sensitivity in the response.
We also described the important role of solar induced ozone
changes for the amplification of solar effects on atmospheric
composition, circulation and climate.

Model simulations using the SORCE measurements as
compared to the NRLSSI model show larger (by a factor
of two) SW heating and temperature signals. The lower ir-
radiance in the visible range during higher solar activity than
at minimum activity in the SORCE measurements does not
affect the increase in total radiative heating. Recent atmo-
spheric model simulations with enhanced spectral resolution,
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Ozone response (max-min) to SORCE and NRLSSI

Percent ozone variability due to solar irradiance

The most sensitive part of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere is near the stratopause (~1hPa).  
SORCE observations an anti-solar e�ect at 
this altitude (see Merkel et al. 2011) that is 
in agreement with  instruments that mea-
sure O3 emission measurements (i.e. 
SABER, MLS, SME)

Project Goal 3 (con’t): Goal 3: In-depth comparison
of SORCE observations with SRPMv2: Towards a 

SIM/SRPM2 composite
SIM & SRPM2 show a remarkable agreement 
on rotational time scales throughout the spec-
trum.  Because of this SRPM2 makes a ‘drop-in’ 
replacement for missing SORCE data, espcially 
during the August 2013-April 2014 extended 
safe-hold. However, at some UV wavelengths 
SRPM2 appears to have a slightly larger rota-
tional modulation, but a smaller long-term 
variation.  This suggests a   greater role of the 
quieter network regions that are more di�cult 
to observe and model than the larger contrast  
facula/plage and umbra/penumbra regions of 
the Sun.

SIM & SRPM2 on longer time scales show distinctive 
di�erences.  In the cases where the     spectral varia-
tions are dominated by  chromospheric  components 
the agreement tends to be good, such as the case for 
375nm.  In photospheric  componets, agreement is 
good in the descending phase of cycle 23, but with a 
di�erent appearence in the rising phase of 24.  For 
the SIM/SRPM    composite work will be done to eval-
uate degradation correction in the instrument and 
account for possible missing component in the 
model.

Project Goal 2: Extend wavelength coverage
and gap �ll record for daily coverage
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SSI record requires:
 1) Very broad wavelength coverage (110-100,000 nm)

Spectral composite extends over ~ 8 orders of magnitude in irradiance 
and ~3 orders of magnitude in wavelength 

 2) Documented uncertainty estimates
SIM Degradation
measurement equation

Degradation model constraints:
 SIM A & SIM B must produce the same irradiance time series
 Integrated SSI must match TSI within limits of its spectral range
  - Integral constraint does not rule out systematic errors but bounds their magnitude

Uncertainty estimate from SIM A-B di�erences
 Small changes in character occur at the boundaries of the safe-hold events
 UV di�erences in�uenced by the more-structured spectrum
 Visible di�erences tend to follow noise curves – excess temperature noise
  at long wavelengths increases uncertainty. Particularly present during    
                 the SORCE DO-Op mode (Day-only operation mode) that started in April of 2014.

 2) Compliance with TSI

After accounting for long wavelength portion of the spectrum integrated SIM 
agrees with the TSI  to 0.33Wm-2 (280 ppm)
 Final composite will contain time & wavelength uncertainty estimates:
 - Noise equivalent irradiance
 - RMS di�erences from SIM A-to-B comparisons
 - Additional uncertainty  contributions at safe-hold boundaries
 - User option for correction factor to match TSI (to conserve total energy in model studies)

Project Goal 3: In-depth comparison
of SORCE observations with SRPMv2

Thresholds for determining solar features for bright and quiet sun contributions are found 
from convolving the PSPT �lter function with the radiated emission from each model sepa-
rately and accounting for the center-to-limb variation in 10 annular rings in the image.
Description of panels a) through e):
Panel a: The time series of the  eight features identi�ed in PSPT images from Rome Observatory
    and Mauna Loa Solar Observatory covering the range from 2001 to the present.
   The bottom segment of this panel shows the combined observation record for PSPT &
    SORCE.  These three observations will allow complete daily coverage of SC 23-24 
    without a gap in the record.
Panel b: Ca II images from Rome PSPT for solar maximum (2002/01/23) and solar minimum
    (2009/02/17) 
Panel c/d Contributions from active network and plage structure on the Sun are shown separately
    in these two panels.
    - Active network shows a lower rotational modulation than the brighter plage and facular regions.
   - From panel a), the network contribution changes over the solar cycle by about a factor of 2.4 whereas
      the plage contribution changes by a factor of 5.5.  
   - Active network plays an important role in determining the depth of the solar cycle minimum and has  
     a di�erent contribution in every solar cycle.
Panel e: SRPM data masks showing the combined 8 contributions.

../2014/12_december/AGU_2014/Illustrator/IrradianceHA.png'  '../LASP documents/2015/11_november/Fontenla_etal2015_�g13.ai' Spectral Synthesis with SRPM:
Panel a) 
Signi�cant improvements in the MUV 
 by identifying and including 
 sources of ‘missing’ opacity
Improves agreement with the 0.1 nm
  resolution SOLSTICE spectrum
Panel b)
Computed spectral variation of the SSI
 between SC23 max and SC23 min. 

Observations compared to 
SRPM
Panel c) 
Comparison in the FUV.  Variability 
 dominated by chromospheric and
 low transition region emissions

a)

b)

SRPM combines solar feature areas with physics-based solar atmospheric spectral 
 models at high spectral resolution to compute the emergent intensity spectrum
This project will use images from 3 sources:
 Rome PSPT (courtesy of Ilaria Ermolli, Rome Observatory, OAR)
 Mauna Loa PSPT (courtesy of Mark Rast, Mauna Loa Solar Observatory, MLSO)
 AIA images processed during the rising phase of Cycle 24 as part of Fontenla’s SERFS project
  - (http://www.galactitech.net/John/SERFS/Images/)
 - AIA image processing particularly valuable since MLSO images are currently unavailable. 
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Determination of feature areas from PSPT images
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